Siemon has been hard at work expanding and refining our line of Category 6A UTP cabling and connectivity. The below enhancements further solidify this best-in-class end-to-end copper system as the best choice for cases when an unshielded solution is desired.

**Category 6A UTP**

- **Category 6A TL UTP LS0H Cable**
  - 15% smaller diameter than traditional 6A UTP cables

- **Z-MAX® 6A UTP Patch Cords**
  - Now with 15% smaller diameter and dual listed CM/LS0H-1/LS0H-3 cable

- **SkinnyPatch™ 6A UTP Patch Cords**
  - The 6A UTP version of our popular 28 awg SkinnyPatch cords

- **New LockIT™ Patch Cords**
  - Tamper-proof cords available in 6A UTP 26 AWG and 28 AWG versions

- **Indoor/Outdoor Cable**
  - Available with CMR/CMX jacket, and LS0H coming in 2021 (TBD)

- **ETL Test Report**
  - Third party test reports for TL cable and channel now available, which includes Z-PLUG in the channel

- **Category 6A UTP LS0H CPR Cca Rating**
  - Higher CPR rating for Europe coming end of Q1 2021

- **6A UTP Channel**
  - The above products combine with the Z-MAX 6A UTP outlet, patch panel, and the Z-Plug to offer a high performing, easy-to-install 6A UTP channel. Pricing for the 6A UTP system has also now been realigned to be more competitive.

Because we continuously improve our products, Siemon reserves the right to change specifications and availability without prior notice.